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The situation is as worrying for originator drugs as for
generics. And our long-term monitoring shows that no
progress has been made over the years. 

Given the apparent lack of reaction of the French medi-
cines agency, and the lack of precise packaging quality stan-
dards in Europe, health professionals should report all pack-
aging problems to the authorities and the companies con-
cerned (with copy to la revue Prescrire). 

Prescribers, pharmacists and nursing staff should also cre-
ate quality groups, in order to share their experiences and
to choose the drugs best adapted to each category of
patients (6).
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a- The Prescrire editorial team defines unit-dose blisters as those bearing on the back of
each individual blister the INN, the dosage, the batch number and the expiry date. In 2003,
examples of such blisters in France included Thalidomide Laphal° (thalidomide, see Pre-
scrire International n° 67, p.165) and Fluimucil° effervescent tablets (acetylcysteine, see
French edition n° 242, p. 587). Around 7% of blister packs examined in 2003 bore the
INN and unit dose but not the batch number or the expiry date.
b- For patient-named delivery in hospitals, the pharmacy staff has to take all the tablets
or capsules out of the blister packaging, and label those that are not properly labelled, indi-
vidually for use on the ward. 
c- The Prescrire editorial team consider that a unit-dose is in France identifiable when it
bears the trade name or INN (printed or engraved). Good examples include Advil° 100 mg
(ibuprofen, see French edition n° 238, p. 264) and Zovirax° 200 mg (aciclovir, see French
edition n° 244, p. 736). Yet 70% of unit-doses studied in 2003 carried no label, and 30%
only carried a manufacturing code.
d- In 2003 the Prescrire editorial team noticed a trend towards the use of fragile orally fast-
dissolving tablets (Zydis°). These disintegrate almost immediately in mouth, without water,
a property which can be helpful in some circumstances. The SPC for Zyprexa Velotab°(olan-
zapine, see French edition n° 239, p. 336), recommends that the tablets be kept in their blis-
ters until use, and the blisters are thus individually labelled. This is not the case for Imos-
sellingual° (loperamide, see French edition n° 245, p. 824).
e- Several factors can make the printing on a blister illegible, such as the use of small char-
acters, poor colour choice, cramped information, shiny material. Poor examples in 2003
include the Bacterix°blister pack (nifuroxazide, see French edition n°242, p. 586), on which
the labelling is difficult to read and does not mention the INN (even though the trade name
wrongly suggests antibiotic effects); and the poorly legible blister packs of Ebixa° (meman-
tine, see Prescrire International n° 68, p. 203), a drug used for Alzheimer’s disease.
f- In 2003, Deroxat° oral solution (paroxetine, see French edition n° 237, p. 167-170) still
has a dosing cup. They were given a Prescrire Red Card for this poor packaging in 2000
(Prescrire International n° 52, p. 35).
g- For example, glucagon is sold as a syringe prefilled with solvent + a vial of powder in a
rigid box containing illustrated directions for use (GlucaGen Kit°, see French edition n°245,
p. 824); dobutamine is sold in ready-to-use sachets (Dobutamine Baxter°, see French edi-
tion n° 244, p. 739) (note, however, the poor choice of a sulfite preservative which can cause
severe allergic reactions); and the new packaging of Avonex° in prefilled syringes (inter-
feron beta-1a, see French edition n° 245, p. 814).
h- Examples include Tubertest° (tuberculin, see French edition n° 243, p. 665-666), and
Vistabel° (type A botulinum toxin, see Prescrire International n° 67, p. 180).
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P rescrire International is a
bimonthly English-lan-
guage journal containing

translations of selected articles
from the monthly French edi-
tion, la revue Prescrire. The inter-
national edition was created
with two principal aims: first,
to offer non French speakers
access to Prescrire’s systematic
assessments of health techno-
logies, and especially medicines;
and second, to provide a plat-
form for texts dealing with
European and other interna-
tional medicines policies. 

The articles to be translated and
the content of each issue of Pre-
scrire International are chosen
jointly by the editor-in-chief of
Prescrire International and mem-
bers of the editorial team of la
revue Prescrire.

The texts are first prepared by
a professional translation team,
and are then thoroughly veri-
fied by a painstaking quality con-
trol procedure. 

The translation team. The
initial translations are prepared
jointly by a British translator
and the bilingual editor-in-chief
of Prescrire International, who
have both held their positions
since the Journal was created
in 1992. 

The translation team also
includes a bilingual editorial assis-
tant responsible for the overall
translation process; a British
medical editor dealing with style
matters; a French editor of la revue
Prescrire who checks all the trans-
lations; the relevant authors and
section editors, who approve the
translations of their texts; and a
British proofreader who checks
the translations for typograph-
ic errors prior to publication.

The translation process

The French texts are translat-
ed into English by the perma-
nent translator, and checked for
accuracy by the editor-in-chief
of Prescrire International. Each
translation is then sent to a British
medical editor, who checks the
style and looks for ambiguity
and inconsistency. Her recom-
mendations are taken into
account by the editor-in-chief of
Prescrire International, who deals
with possible ambiguities and
accepts or rejects the proposed
changes. 

The translation is then passed
on to the editor with overall
responsibility for the initial text,
and to the relevant section edi-
tor of la revue Prescrire. It is also
verified by the Prescrire desk edi-
tor. It is important to note that
the responsible editor and sec-
tion editor also check that the
texts remain up to date. Indeed,
several months can pass
between the final literature
update for the original article,
publication of the French text,
and its translation and publica-
tion in Prescrire International.
Publication of new data can
require the English translation
to be modified or even can-
celled. The date of publication
in la revue Prescrire (given in the
header of each article published
in Prescrire International), and
the date of the last literature
update (given in the Literature
search section at the end of each
article) indicate the temporal
validity of the English text.

The texts are then page-set by
the production team of Associa-
tion Mieux Prescrire (owner-pub-
lisher of Prescrire International and
la revue Prescrire), under the
responsibility of the editorial
assistant. The consistency of the
final layout is checked by the edi-
tor-in-chief of Prescrire Interna-
tional. 

The proofs of the entire

Prescrire International
translation procedures
Team work and strict quality control procedures
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issue are scrutinised by the
editor-in-chief of Prescrire Inter-
national, who checks that the
different comments have been
taken into account, and then
sends the proofs for verifica-
tion by a British proofreader.
The editor-in-chief of la revue
Prescrire and the general direc-
tor of Association Mieux Prescrire
give their opinion on each issue.
Finally, the publications direc-
tor (President of Association
Mieux Prescrire), who has over-
all legal responsibility, gives the
go-ahead for publication.

The translation process
developed for Prescrire Interna-
tional is thus perfectly in line
with the collective editorial pro-
cedures which have guaran-
teed the quality of our French
edition over the years. The end
result: faithful translations, cor-
rect English usage (including
technical vocabulary), and a
simple, concise style suited to
an international readership.
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Association Mieux Prescrire :
fiscal year 2002-2003 (1/9/2002-31/8/2003)

Paid subscriptions
to la revue Prescrire

Paid subscriptions to Prescrire International

4 351

44

89,7 %

0,9%
Miscellaneous income 192 4,0%

Income (ex-tax) : 4 848 Kg Outgoings (ex-tax) : 4 700 Kg

Provisional budget of Association Mieux Prescrire for fiscal year 2002-2003.

Consolidated budget of Association Mieux Prescrire in fiscal year 2002-2003.

Provisional budget of Association Mieux Prescrire for fiscal 2003-2004.

consolidated
budget

Editorial costs

Printing costs

Subscription costs
(including postage)

Publicity (home and abroad) 

Electronic media 

Administration costs and
miscellaneous

1 333

416

513

647

327

28,4 %

Documentation 337 7,2 %

8,8 %

10,9 %

13,8 %

6,9 %

Postal charges, general costs 8,4 %

15,6 %

1 KC = 1 000 C

395

934

Paid subscriptions
to la revue Prescrire

Paid subscriptions to Prescrire International

4 851 91,6 %

Miscellaneous income 2,8 %

Income (ex-tax) : 5 296 Kg Outgoings (ex-tax) : 5 292 Kg

provisional
budget

Editorial costs

Printing costs

Subscription costs
(including postage)

Publicity (home and abroad) 

Electronic media 

Administration costs and
miscellaneous

1 553

412

565

700

365

29,4 %

Documentation 339 6,4 %

7,8 %

10,7 %

13,2 %

6,9 %

Postal charges, general costs 8,0 %

17,6 %

424

AMP : fiscal year 2003-2004
(1/9/2002-31/8/2003)

4,7 %

712

Paid subscriptions
to la revue Prescrire

Paid subscriptions to Prescrire International

4 139

45

88,5 %

1,0 %
Miscellaneous income 196 4,2 %

Income (ex-tax) : 4 675 Kg Outgoings (ex-tax) : 4 628 Kg

provisional
budget

Editorial costs

Printing costs

Subscription costs (including
postage)

Publicity (home and abroad) 

Administration costs and
miscellaneous

1 233

410

516

680

346

26,6 %

Documentation 339 7,3 %

8,9 %

11,1 %

14,7 %

7,5 %

Postal charges, general costs 8,5 %

15,4 %

1 KC = 1 000 C

392

Electronic media 249
46

150

Electronic media 295 6,3 %

Electronic media 261 5,4%

0,9 %

Electronic media 
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Financial
independence: 
the key to impartial
continuing
education

Only financial independence gives
the freedom to act effectively. Thank
you to la revue Prescrire’s 27,000
subscribers whose trust enables us
to pursue and develop this collective
enterprise.

“Thank you for maintaining your,
and therefore our, freedom…”, “The
freer and more independent you are in
your judgements, the stronger you will
be in the current situation…”, etc. The
messages of support from
subscribers to la revue Prescrire
illustrate the obvious fact that only
financial independence gives the
freedom to act on the sole criterion
of quality, and to carry out a health
mission honestly.

It is only thanks to its total
independence, made possible by its
27,000 subscribers and a
determined, well-organised team,
that la revue Prescrire is able to
promote quality health care. 

In the late 1970s, the founders of
the journal made independence the
essential condition of their project.

Financial independence vis-à-vis
the pharmaceutical companies was a
key condition from its inception. It
took 12 years’ work (from 1980 to
1991) to achieve total financial
independence; i.e. to operate
without a subsidy from the French
government, relying solely on
subscription revenue. Since 1992,
much work has been required to
maintain this total independence, as
witnessed by the budget presented
each year in the journal (see page
opposite).

In order to have the freedom to
act in the collective interest, it is
essential to refuse all industry
funding. This basic rule should apply
both to individuals and to
institutions, to state or quasi-public
organisations, to health professionals
(academic and hospital based), to
patients and consumers (patients’
associations, etc.).

We must say now: NO THANK
YOU…, I PREFER FREEDOM – the
freedom to act in the best interests
of patients.

1 KC = 1 000 C
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